We present a named entity recognition (NER) system for extracting product attributes and values from listing titles. Information extraction from short listing titles present a unique challenge, with the lack of informative context and grammatical structure. In this work, we combine supervised NER with bootstrapping to expand the seed list, and output normalized results. Focusing on listings from eBay's clothing and shoes categories, our bootstrapped NER system is able to identify new brands corresponding to spelling variants and typographical errors of the known brands, as well as identifying novel brands. Among the top 300 new brands predicted, our system achieves 90.33% precision. To output normalized attribute values, we explore several string comparison algorithms and found n-gram substring matching to work well in practice.
Introduction
Traditional named entity recognition (NER) task has expanded beyond identifying people, location, and organization to book titles, email addresses, phone numbers, and protein names (Nadeau and Sekine 2007) . Recently there has been a surge of interest in extracting product attributes from online data due to the rapid growth of E-Commerce. Current work in this domain focuses on mining product reviews and descriptions from retailer websites. Such text data tend to be long and generate enough context for the target task (Brody and Elhadad 2010; Liu et al. 2005; Popescu and Etzioni 2005) . In this paper, we focus on mining short product listing titles, which poses unique challenges.
Short listings are typical in classified ads where each seller is given limited space (in terms of words) to describe the product. On eBay, product listing titles cannot exceed 55 characters in length. Similarly, on Craigslist and newspaper ads, the length of a listing title is restricted. Extracting product attributes from such short titles faces the following challenges:
• Loss of grammatical structure in short listings where many nouns are piled together.
• Typographical errors, abbreviations, and acronyms that must be normalized to the standardized values.
• Lack of contextual information to infer product attribute value.
It can be argued that the use of short listings simplifies the problem of attribute extraction, since short listings can be easily annotated and one can apply supervised learning approach to extract product attributes. However, as the size of the data grows, obtaining labeled training set on the scale of millions of listings becomes very expensive. In such a scenario, incorporating unlabeled examples in a semisupervised fashion to scale up the solution becomes a necessity rather than a luxury. We formulate the product attribute extraction problem as a named entity recognition (NER) task and investigate supervised and semi-supervised approaches to this problem. In addition, we have investigated attribute discovery, and normalization to standardized values. We use listings from eBay's clothing and shoes categories and develop an attribute extraction system for 4 attribute types. We have 105, 335 listings from men's clothing category and 72, 628 listings from women's clothing category 1557 on eBay, constituting a dataset of 1, 380, 337 word tokens.
In the first part of this work, we outline a supervised learning approach to attribute value extraction where we train a sequential classifier and evaluate the extraction performance on a set of hand-labeled listings. Using maximum entropy and SVM as the base classifier (for classifying the individual word tokens), a hidden Markov model (HMM) is trained on the the probabilistic output of the base classifier, and a sequential label prediction is obtained using a Viterbi decoding. We show a performance comparison of supervised HMM, MaxEnt, SVM, and CRF for this task.
In the second part of our work, to grow our seed list of attributes, we present a bootstrapped algorithm for attribute value discovery and normalization, honing in on one particular attribute (brand). The goal is given an initial list of unambiguous brands, we grow the seed dictionary by discovering context patterns that are often associated with such attribute type. First, we automatically partition data into a training/test set by labeling word tokens in each listing using exact matching to entries in the dictionary. Brand phrases that can be confused with other attributes, e.g. the word camel -both a brand and a color -will not be a part of this initial seed list to create the training set. A classifier is then trained to learn context patterns surrounding the known brands from the training set, and is used to discover new brands from the test set.
Finally, for known attribute values, we normalize the results to match to words in our dictionary. Normalizing the variants of a known brand to a single normalized output value is an important aspect of a successful information extraction system. To this end, we investigate several string similarity/distance measures for this task and found that n-gram substring similarity (Kondrak 2005) yields accurate normalization results.
The main contribution of this work is a product attribute extraction system that addresses the unique problems of information extraction from short listing titles. We combine supervised NER with bootstrapping to expand the seed list, and investigate several methods to normalize the extracted results. Our system has been tested on large-scale eBay listing datasets to demonstrate its effectiveness.
Related Work
Recent work on product attribute extraction by (Brody and Elhadad 2010 ) applies a Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model to identify different aspects of products from user reviews. Similar work is presented in (Liu et al. 2005) . Topic models such as LDA groups similar words together by identifying topics (product aspects) from patterns of wordoccurrences. Such grouping can discover new aspects of a product such as "portability" (for netbook computers), but it may generate aspects that are vague and not easily interpretable. Indeed, how to refine discovered aspects and clean up words in each aspect remains an open question. The LDA approach also treats documents as bags of words, where important information in word sequences is not taken into account in learning the model.
Our work is most closely related to , where a set of product attributes of interests are predefined and a supervised learning method is applied to extract the correct attribute values for each class. Starting out from a small set of training examples, a bootstrapping technique is used to generate more training data from unlabeled data. The main difference to our method lies in how bootstrapping is used. ) used EM to add more training data from unlabeled data, while in our approach bootstrapping is used to expand the seed list. First, we automatically generate labeled data by matching seed list to unlabeled data. Then, these auto-labeled training set is used to train a classifier to identify new attribute values from a separate set of unlabeled data. Thirdly, newly discovered product attribute values are added back to our seed list. Thus our original classifier for product attribute extraction can be improved through an expanded seed list.
In (Ghani and Jones 2002; Jones 2005) , several bootstrapping methods are compared. These methods include self-training, co-EM and EM. All of these approaches are different from ours, as described in detail earlier. In ), a Naive Bayes learner is combined with Co-EM to generate more training data from unlabeled data, and attribute-value pairs are extracted on adjacent words.
The automatic bootstrapping in this paper was inspired by (Pakhomov 2002 )-an acronym expansion algorithm for medical text documents. The underlying assumption is that abbreviated forms and their 1558 corresponding expansions occur in similar contexts; consequently, the surrounding context patterns can be used in associating the correct expansion to its acronym.
Our seed list expansion algorithm indeed bears some similarity to the work of (Nadeau el al 2006) and (Nadeau 2007) . In (Nadeau el al 2006) , automobile brands are learned automatically from web page context. First, a small set of 196 seed brands are extracted together with their associated web page contexts from popular news feed. The web context is subsequently used to extract additional automobile brands, which result in a total of 5701 brands. However, the reported results in (Nadeau el al 2006) have low precision, in some case less than 50%. Eventually their approach needs to rely on rule-based ambiguity resolver to increase the precision. Our system does not rely on manually created rules.
A more NLP-oriented approach is proposed in (Popescu and Etzioni 2005) , where noun phrases are extracted from online user reviews. Their system tries to identify product features and user opinions from such noun phrases. A PMI (pointwise mutual information) score is evaluated between each noun phrase and discriminators associated with the product class. The noun-phrase approach does not work well in informal texts. In our case, user-generated short product listings may have many nouns concatenated together without forming a phrase or obeying correct grammatical rules.
Finally, another similar bootstrapping method is presented in (Mintz et al. 2009) , where instances of known entity relations (or seed list in our paper) are matched to sentences in a set of Wikipedia articles, and a learning algorithm is trained from the surrounding features of the entities. The trained model is then applied to a test set of Wikipedia articles, and has been reported to be able to discover new instances. In our case, we apply our learned model to a new test set, and discover new brand names from the listings.
The nature of non-grammatical text we face makes our work similar to the NER work on informal texts. (Minkov et al. 2005) proposes an NER system that extracts personal names from emails. The work in (Gruhl et al 2009) identifies song titles from online forums on popular music, where song titles can be very ambiguous. By using real-world constraints such as known song titles, (Gruhl et al 2009) restricts the set of possible entities and are able to obtain reasonable recognition performance.
Corpus
The data used in all analysis in this paper is obtained from eBay's clothing and shoes category. Clothing and shoes have been important revenue-generating categories on the eBay site, and a successful attribute extraction system will serve as an invaluable tool for gathering important business and marketing intelligence. For these categories, the attributes that we are interested in are brand (B), garment type/style (G), size (S), and color (C). We gather 105, 335 listings from men's clothing category and 72, 628 listings from women's clothing category, constituting a dataset of 1, 380, 337 word tokens. On average, each listing title contains 7.76 words.
A few examples of listings from eBay's clothing and shoes categories are shown in Fig 1. When designing an attribute extraction system to distinguish between the 4 attribute types, we must take into account the fact that individual words alone -without considering context -are ambiguous, as each word can belong to multiple attribute types. To give concrete examples, inc is a brand name of women's apparel but many sellers use it as an acronym for inch (brand vs. size). The word blazer can be a brand entity or it can be a garment type (brand vs. garment type). In addition, like other real-world user-generated texts, eBay listings are littered with site-specific acronyms, e.g. BNWT (brand new with tag), NIB (new in box), and abbreviations introduced by individual sellers, e.g. immac (immaculate), trs (trousers). In designing an information extraction system for our dataset, we need to account for the general as well as specific properties of our dataset.
Supervised Named Entity Recognition
In the first part of this work, we adopt a supervised named entity recognition (NER) framework for the attribute extraction problem from eBay listing titles. The goal is to correctly extract attribute values corresponding to the 4 attribute types, from each listing. One key assumption of the supervised learning paradigm is the availability of a labeled training data for training a classifier to distinguish between different classes. We generate our training data in 1559 the following manner. For each listing, we remove extraneous punctuation symbols (*,(,),!,:,;) and tokenize each listing into a sequence of tokens. Given 4 dictionaries of seed values for the 4 attribute types, we match n-gram tokens to the seed values in the dictionaries, and create an initial round of labeled training set, which must then be manually inspected for correctness. In this work, we tagged and manually verified 1, 000 listings randomly sampled from the 105, 335 listings from the men's clothing category, resulting in a total of 7, 921 labeled tokens with 1, 521-word vocabulary. Fig. 1 shows examples of labeled listings, with tags B corresponding to brand, C for color, S for size, G for garment type/style, and NA for none of the above.
Classifiers
One of the most popular generative model based classifiers for named entity recognition tasks is Hidden Markov Model (HMM), which explicitly captures temporal statistics in the data by modeling state (label/tag) transitions over time. Discriminative classifiers, which directly model the posterior distribution of class label given features, i.e. SVM (Isozaki and Kazawa 2002) and Maximum Entropy model for NER (Chieu and Ng 2003) , have been shown to outperform generative model based classifiers. More recently, Conditional Random Fields (CRF) (Feng and McCallum 2004; McCallum 2003) has been proposed for a sequence labeling problem and has been established by many as the state-ofthe-art model for supervised named entity recognition task. In this section, we briefly summarize the pros and cons of each approach.
Hidden Markov Models
A hidden Markov model (HMM) is a probabilistic generative model for sequential data. HMM is characterized by 2 sets of model parameters -emission probabilities which produce the observation variable given the hidden state, and the state transition probability matrix which captures the temporal correlation in the hidden state sequences. Given a set of labeled training sequences as shown in Figure 1 , one can train an HMM to model temporal statistics in the observation sequences. In our task, a sequence of word tokens from listing titles are our observations. One simple approach to use HMM is to set a hidden state to correspond to a tag class. In the training phase, since all the tags are given, the hidden states indeed become visible and inference in this model becomes much more simplified. The multinomial parameter for the emission probabilities p(w|s) can be learned with a closed-form update (maximum likelihood estimate). During testing, however, an efficient forward-backward algorithm must be used to infer the most likely tag sequence that accounts for the observation.
One main drawback of HMM is the type of features that it can handle. Like other probabilistic generative models, in order to account for rich, overlapping feature sets, e.g. text formatting features, the correlation structures in the overlapping features must be explicitly modeled. Indeed, in the classic HMM based NER, the simple feature used is the word identity itself, which might not be sufficiently discriminative in distinguishing between different classes. In addition, because of data sparsity (out-of-vocabulary) problem due to the long-tailed distribution of words in natural language, sophisticated unknown word models are generally needed for good performance (Klein et al. 2003) .
Maximum Entropy models
The principle of maximum entropy states that among all the distributions that satisfy feature constraints, we should pick the distribution with the highest entropy, since it makes the least assumption about the data and will have better generalization capability to unseen data. Maximum entropy classifier, therefore, is the highest entropy conditional distribution of the class label given features, which has been shown to conveniently take an exponential form. Maximum entropy classifier is thus closely related to logistic regression model. 1560 MaxEnt classifiers (Ratnaparkhi 1996; Ratnaparkhi 1998 ) have been applied to various NLP applications. The attraction of the framework lies in the ease with which different information sources used in the modeling process are combined and the good results that are reported with the use of these models. The set of redundant features used for the MaxEnt classifier is the same as those used for the SVM classifier, which we outline in the next section.
Support Vector Machines
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is yet another popular classifier for a supervised NER task. In a binary classification case, SVM finds parameters of a linearly separating hyperplane that best separates data from the 2 classes, in a sense that the margin of separation is maximized. Since only the samples closest to the decision boundary (the so-called support vectors) determine the location of the separating hyperplane, SVM can be trained on very few training examples even for data in a high-dimensional space. For our supervised NER system, we use the following features, as described in detail in Table 1 , as input to the discriminative classifiers.
The use of char N -gram (N -gram substring) features was inspired by the work of (Klein et al. 2003) , where the introduction of such features has been shown to improve the overall F1 score by over 20%. In (Kanaris et al. 2006) , char N -gram features consistently outperform word features in learning effective spam classifiers. Indeed the use of character Ngram features as an input to the classifier subsumes the use of prefix, suffix, and the entire word features. Generally speaking, char N -gram features provide a more robust representation against misspelling since string s1 and its spelling variant s2 may share many char N -gram substrings in common.
POS and punctuation features are not used in our NER system. This is mainly due to the fact that eBay listing titles are not complete sentences and the output from running a POS tagger through such data can indeed be unreliable. For punctuation features, eBay sellers are known to abuse punctuation marks excessively to draw attention of the potential buyers to click on their listings. In addition, we find that morphological features are less predictive of entity names in eBay listing titles than they are in formal documents. To give a concrete example, capitalization is a good predictor of entity names in traditional NER systems, but on the eBay site, many sellers use all-cap or all-lowercase letters for every word in their titles, bringing into question the discriminative power of widely used features in traditional NER systems.
Viterbi Smoothing
The Viterbi algorithm can be used to smooth the prediction output from SVM or MaxEnt. More specifically, the Viterbi decoder enforces the temporal consistency on the individual label prediction as inferred by the base classifier -MaxEnt or SVM, independently based on the feature representation of each word token. The probabilistic ouput of the base classifier is the observation or evidence, while the temporal consistency is encoded in the empirical state transition probability matrix inferred from the training data. This scenario is analogous to comparing MAP (maximum a priori) estimate with that of ML (maximum likelihood) in that the former incorporates a prior belief when making a final estimate of the parameter values (most likely label sequence predicted by the Viterbi algorithm), while the latter uses only the observation to infer the most likely parameter estimate (independently inferred predicted labels of each word token from the base classifier). 1561
We adopt the approach from the work of (Chieu and Ng 2003) , which uses Viterbi to improve the classification results from MaxEnt classifier for NER tasks. Instead of computing the transition probability matrix by recording the frequency of how many times state i at time T transitions to state j at time T + 1, we simply record that this state i to j transition is admissible. This approach, indeed, divides a set of all label sequences into ones that are admissible and inadmissible, and assign equal probabilities to all the admissible sequences. Such an approach therefore eliminates all the inadmissible sequences of labels (i.e. prohibit the scenario where -in sub-tag is followed by -begin sub-tag), while allowing the Viterbi algorithm to give more weight to the classification outputs from SVM or MaxEnt.
Conditional Random Field (CRF)
Conditional Random Field, since its conception in the seminal work of (Lafferty et al. 2002) , is a discriminative classifier for sequential data that combines the best of both worlds. Like SVM and MaxEnt, CRF is a discriminative classifier that directly models the conditional distribution of the target variable given the observed variable, i.e. no modeling resource is wasted in modeling complex correlation structures in the observation sequences. Like HMM, CRF makes prediction on the label sequence by incorporating the temporal smoothness. Indeed CRF has been established by many as the state-of-theart supervised named entity recognition system for traditional NER tasks (Feng and McCallum 2004; McCallum 2003) , for NER in biomedical texts (Settles 2004) , and in various languages besides English, such as Bengali (Ekbal et al. 2008) and Chinese (Mao et al 2008) . Various modifications to CRF have recently been introduced to take into account of non-local dependencies (Krishnan and Manning 2006) or broader context beyond training data (Du et al. 2010 ).
Experimental Results
In this section, we compare the generative model based and discriminative model classifiers for supervised NER tasks. Given 1, 000 manually tagged listings from the clothing and shoes category in eBay, we adopt a 90-10 split and use 90% of the data for training and 10% for testing. Each listing title is tokenized into a sequence of word tokens, each manu- ally assigned to one of the 5 tags: brand (B), size (S), color (C), garment type (G), and none of the above (NA). In order to more accurately capture the boundary of multi-token attribute values, we further sub-divide each tag into 2 classes using -beg and -in sub-tags. This step increases the number of classes that our classifier needs to handle from 5 to 9 classes given as follows: {B-beg, B-in, C-beg, C-in, S-beg, S-in, G-beg, G-in, and NA}. Table 2 shows a comparison of classification accuracy from 4 classifiers -SVM, MaxEnt, HMM, and CRF. Supervised HMM, with the most simplistic feature, yields the baseline result at 83.82% accuracy. All the discriminative classifiers -CRF, MaxEnt, and SVM -outperform the baseline by HMM, with CRF improving on the baseline performance by the largest margin, concurring to other reports of its state-of-the-art results. Indeed, when using exactly the same set of features as SVM and MaxEnt, the performance of CRF indeed drops to 89.11%, which is on par with that of SVM and MaxEnt. However, when restricting to using dictionary and word identity features, the performance of CRF improves, indicating the importance of feature selection to such model. SVM and MaxEnt yield similar performance with SVM slightly outperforming MaxEnt classifier by 1.6%. The incorporation of temporal smoothness constraint enforced by the Viterbi algorithm slightly improves the label sequence prediction (comparing row 1 and row 2 in Table 2 ).
The HMM implementation used in our experiments is the Hunpos tagger in (Halacsy et al. 2007 ), which captures the state transitional probabilities using second-order Markov model. For SVM, we use the popular libSVM package (Chang and Lin 2001) which produces probabilistic output from fitting a sigmoid function to the distances between samples and the separating hyperplane. We use linear kernel in our experiments, although RBF kernel with grid search for optimal parameters yield slightly superior 1562 performance, with a significantly higher computational cost. The MaxEnt implementation used in our experiment is the version available from the NLTK toolkit, with BFGS optimizer. For CRF, we use the linear-chain CRF model available from the Mallet package 1 .
Bootstrapping for Dictionary Expansion
The supervised learning approach assumes the existence of an annotated set of training data. Often times, training data must be painstakingly marked up and collecting large-scale labeled training examples can be very costly. In recent years, more and more research effort has been focused on how to leverage a vast amount of unlabeled data in a semisupervised or entirely unsupervised fashion for NER as well as for other similar NLP tasks, e.g. POS tagging, sentence boundary detection, and word sense disambiguation (Riloff 1999; Ghani and Jones 2002; Brody and Elhadad 2010; Haghighi 2010) .
One way to incorporate a vast amount of unlabeled data is to learn a clustering of words that assigns syntactically similar words to the same clusters. Popular clustering algorithms used prevalently in many NER systems are, for example, the combination of distributional and morphological similarity work of (Clark 2003) or the classic N -gram language model based clustering algorithm of (Brown et al. 1992 ). In such a system, when training an NER classifier, we introduce a word cluster id as an additional feature in the input, with the hope that the model will pick out clusters that are highly indicative of each class. When encountering words that are out-of-vocabulary (OOV) in the test set, if those words are assigned the same cluster membership as some other words in the training set, the cluster feature will fire, allowing for correct classification results to be obtained (Lin and Wu 2009; Faruqui and Pado 2010) .
Growing Seed Dictionary
In this work, we focus on the problem of how to grow the seed dictionary and discovering new brand names from eBay listing data. While the performances of supervised NER classifiers as described in sections 4.1.1-4.1.5 are satisfactory, in practice, however, especially with a small training set size, we often find that the trained model puts too much weight on the dictionary membership feature and new attribute values are not properly detected. In this section, instead of using the seed list of known attribute values as a feature into a classifier, we use the seed values to automatically generate labeled training data. For the specific case of brand discovery, this initial list used to generate training data must contain only names that are unambiguously brands. We hence remove ambiguous names or phrases that belong to multiple attribute types from the list, such as jumpers(both a brand name and a garment type), or (ii) camel is a short name of brand Camel active as well as a color, or (iii) lrg is an acronym for a brand as well as an acronym for large which specifies size.
The training/test data is generated by matching N -gram tokens in listing titles to all the entries in the initial brand seed dictionary. Following the convention in (Minkov et al. 2005) , we use the following set of 5 tags, (1) one-token entity (B1 tag) (2) first token of a multi-token entity (Bo tag for Brandopen) (3) last token of a multi-token entity (Bc tag for Brand-close) (4) middle token of a multi-token entity (Bi tag for Brand-inside) (5) token that is not part of a brand entity (NA tag). The listings with at least one non-NA tags are put in the training set, and listings that contain only NA tags are in the test set. Similar to the acronym expansion algorithm of (Pakhomov 2002) which learns contexts that associate acronyms to their correct expansions, the intuition behind our work in this section is that the classifier, trained on a labeled training set of known brands, learns context patterns that can discriminate the current word as being a brand (more precisely as part of a brand) from the other attribute types, which are now lumped together as NA.
Experiments
In the first experiment, a set of 72, 628 listings from the women's clothing category is partitioned into a training set of 39, 448 listings and test set of 33, 180 listings based on an initial seed list of known 6, 312 women's apparel brands manually prepared by our fashion experts. The partitioning is done, as described in great detail above, in such a way that known brands in the seed list do not exist in the 1563 test data (using exact string matching criterion). We train a 5-class MaxEnt classifier and adopt the same feature sets as described in Section 4.1.3. During the test phase, the classifier predicts the most likely brand attribute from each listing, where we are only interested in the predictions with confidence scores exceeding a set threshold. We ranked order the predicted brands by their confidence scores (probabilities) and the top 300 unique brands are selected. We manually verify the 300 predicted brands and found that 90.33% of the predicted brands are indeed names of designers or women's apparel stores (true positive), resulting a precision score of 90.33%. Indeed, the precision score presented above is obtained using an exact matching criterion where partial extraction of a brand is regarded as a miss, i.e. our extractor extracts only Calvin when Calvin Klein is present in the listing (false positive). The left column of Table 3 shows examples of newly discovered brands from Women's clothing category. Many of these newly discovered brands are indeed misspelled versions of the known brands in the seed dictionary.
The middle column of Table 3 Table 2. tial set of 3, 499 known brand seeds, we partition the dataset into a training set of 67, 307 listings and a test set of 38, 028 listings (for later reference we refer to this test set as set A). Based on the top 200 predicted brands, 179 of which are verified as being true positive samples, resulting in 89.5% precision. We carry out a similar experiment to grow the seed dictionary for garment type, and are able to identify the top 60 new garment types. 54 out of 60 are true positive samples, resulting in precision score = 90%. Examples of the newly discovered garment types are shown in Table 3 (right column), where abbreviated forms of garment types such as jkt (short for jacket) and pjs (short for pajamas) are also discovered through our algorithm. By adding these newly discovered attributes back to the dictionary, we can now re-evaluate our supervised NER system from section 4 with the grown seed list. To this end, we construct 2 test sets from the same 105, 335 listings of Men's clothing category as used in Section 4. Test set 1 is a set of 500 listings randomly sampled from the 38, 028-listing subset known not to contain any brands in the original brand seed dictionary (set A). As seen in Table 4 , an improvement of 9% in accuracy results from the use of the grown seed list. Since this dataset is known to not contain any brands from the original brand seed dictionary, the addition of 200 new brands solely accounts for all the accuracy boost. Test set 2 is constructed slightly differently by randomly sampling 500 listings from the entire 105, 335 listings of Men's clothing category. As seen in Table 4 , a smaller improvement of 3.7% is observed.
Normalization
With the above described brand discovery algorithm, the newly discovered brands from the test set can be grouped into 2 categories -(i) misspelling, spellinginvariants, abbreviated forms of known brands in the seed list or (ii) novel brands or clothing/shoes designers, which are not members of the original seed list. Normalizing the variants of a known brand to a single normalized output value is an important aspect of our attribute extraction algorithm, as these variants account for over 20% of listings in the eBay clothing and shoes category. When gathering business/marketing intelligence, missing out on 20% of the data could skew the calculation of supply, demand, and pricing metrics, and eventually lead to the wrong policy decision made.
The problem of alternate spellings of names has been addressed in the database community successfully using fuzzy string matching algorithms e.g. Soundex or string edit distance. In this work, since the attribute values are often partially extracted, i.e. a word in a multi-word phrase is extracted, in order to match to the correct normalized value, we must investigate robust substring matching algorithms suitable for partial matching. To this end, we explore 2 string similarity/distance measures for normalizing the extracted attributes. First, we investigate n-gram similarity measures defined as the number of shared character n-grams, i.e. substrings of length n (Kondrak 2005) . More specifically, a string similarity measure between s1 and s2 is defined as the percentage of common substrings of length n (out of all substrings of length n). This similarity measure is quite robust to partial matching, as a two-word phrase can appear out of order while most of the character n-grams, where n = 3, remain virtually unchanged. Certainly, finding the right value of n will greatly impact the matching performance of the algorithm. In our experiment, we find the optimal n for brands to be 3 and 4. Table 5 shows a few examples of normalized outputs as a result of finding the best match for the extracted brand names from among a set of predefined normalized values. When the best matching score falls below a threshold, we declare no match is found and classify the extracted brand as a new brand.
Another distance measure that we explore is the Jaro-Winkler distance. Designed to be more suitable for matching short strings such as people's names, Jaro-Winkler distance is defined based on the number of character transpositions and the number of matching characters. In addition, a prefix scale p parameter is used and can be tuned to weigh more favorably on strings that match from the beginning for a set prefix length. In our experiments with brand normalization, over 50% of the matches from the Jaro-Winkler distance are, however, identified as being incorrect.
Conclusion
In this work, we have described an information extraction system for applications in the domain of inventory/business Intelligence. The goal is given an eBay listing title, our system correctly extracts the defining attributes in order to associate each item to a specific product. We investigate and compare several supervised NER systems -supervised HMM, SVM, MaxEnt, and CRF -and found SVM and MaxEnt with Viterbi decoding to yield the best performance. Focusing on the clothing and shoes categories on eBay's site, we presented a bootstrapped algorithm that can identify new brand names corresponding to (1) spelling invariants or typographical errors of the known brands in the seed list and (2) novel brands or designers. Our attribute extractor correctly discovers new brands with over 90% precision on multiple corpora of listings. To output normalized attribute values, we explore several fuzzy string comparison algorithms and found n-gram substring matching to work well in practice. 1565
